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4 History of Dark Horse

25 all those years ago
30 baby don't run away
37 baltimore oriole
47 beautiful girl
42 blood from a clone
53 blow away
56 breath away from heaven
61 cheer down
71 circles
77 cloud nine
66 crackerbox palace
81 dark sweet lady
84 dear one
89 devil's radio
98 dream away
105 faster
109 fish on the sand
115 gone troppo
121 got my mind set on you
133 geeee
139 here comes the moon
143 hong kong blues
128 i really love you
149 if you believe
155 it's what you value
152 just for today
learning how to love you
lit itself
love comes to everyone
mystical one
not guilty
pure spokey
save the world
see yourself
shanghai surprise
soft hearted hana
soft touch
somewhere else
teardrops
tears of the world
that which i have lost
that's the way it goes
that's what it takes
this is love
this song
true love
unconsciousness rules
unknown delight
wake up my love
when we was tab
woman don't you cry for me
wreck of the hesperus
writings on the wall
your love is forever
ziz zag